A new method of modeling user sessions as Markov chains using NxN transition matrices is presented.
INTRODUCTION
We wanted to realistically and compactly characterize customer behavior for a simulation model of an on-line transaction processing (OLTP) system, which delivers full-text data to users. In this system a user session consists of signing on, defining an area of research from a set of menus, conducting the research, and eventually signing off. Users may retrieve documents, read them in any of several formats, print those of interest, obtain more documents, and read those. They may quit at any time or make other choices, such as use of other services.
Since the various transaction choices have different resource requirements, changes in user behavior can make major changes in the system requirements.
We also wanted to easily modify our behavior model. sessions. By using a model of the predicted behavior to control the load generator for the system model, the impact of enhancements may be anticipated.
Our intent was to maintain as much of the original variability in transaction sequences at the session level as possible, while minimizing the complexity of generating transactions.
The problem was compounded by the number of choices for the next transaction (over 30), and the variability in the length of the session (minutes to hours).
Several options for dete rmining the transactions and arrival rates can be used. There are a number of advantages and disadvantages to repeated traces (Jain 199 1) . The biggest problem with traces, from our point of view, is that one cannot easily account for changes in user behavior as the system changes. Transaction specific generators, each creating transactions at an average rate expected for the overall system, can overcome several of the disadvantages of scripts.
They also can allow for the addition of new transactions, and changes in the relative arrival rates.
However, they provide testing only at the overall average system level.
This hides the variability at the session and transaction level that is of interest in OLTP systems. We also briefly considered using separate tables for each user and generating transactions in some probabilistic way.
The memory and computational requirements of this made it impractical, and it was difficult to implement it in such a way as to relate it to the overall system transaction frequencies.
In This last capability is important in examining the impact on a system of extending session length. One possible drawback to using a transition matrix is that, in theory, an entity could circulate for an extremely long time through the model (each entity represents a single user session). However, in the time spans being modeled, this would appear only as one of the longer sessions that did not complete during the test period. This is realistic in that there are sessions that are very long compared to the average and that do extend beyond the test period duration.
State transition matrices have been used in modeling to describe user behavior on a gross scale such as application or resource choice (Jain 1991) , modeling telecommunications (Kreiger, Muller-Clostermann, and Sczittnick 1990), simulating bursts of line noise (Eier 1989) , speech recognition (Vaseghi 1991) and other uses such as those listed in Kelton and Kelton (1987) Table   1 . In the examples we assume one-step dependency, which is proven valid for our application later in the paper. The table is entered on the row that corresponds to the current state and exited on the column corresponding to the next state. If we assume that state 1 represents signon; state 2, fetch document; state 3, read a document's page; and state 4, sign-off, then we can see that entering the table at row 1 gives an 79% probability of fetching a document, a 1 % probability of trying to read a document (an error--there's none there at sign-on) and a 20% probability of immediately signing off. Once the user chooses to fetch a document (search), then there is a 63% probability of reading it, 17% probability of fetching a different document and a 20% probability of ending the session. If v < .79, the user will fetch a document; if .79 < v < .80, the user will erroneously try to read a page, and if. 80< v < 1.00, the user will sign off. The other rows are handled similarly. constructed from system-level transaction logs. As modeled, each session is an entity that repeatedly enters the matrix and makes a choice of next transaction until sign-off is sek?eted, the total number and sequence of transactions for an entity being highly variable.
In addition, when each entity returns to the matrix, think time is calculated and then modeled.
TRANSITION MATRIX DETAILS

Creation of the Matrix
The relative probabilities may be obtained by least squares estimates from the macro data of the total occurrences of each state (Kelton and Kelton, 1985 , 1987 or from the micro data of a compilation of the individual transitions. The latter are ten times more precise than the former Kelton, 1987, 1991) and were available.
Transaction logs were analyzed for individual state transitions for approximately 2,000,000 transactions. Each transaction of interest was assigned an index into the matrix, and each transaction was paired with its following transaction.
We will refer here to these as T and T', respectively, with indices into the matrix of t and t'. For a session with S total transactions we would then have S-1 pairs (sign-off has no subsequent transaction). Each T,T' pair could be considered to provide a row-column index into the frequency matrix,
Mf, by using their assigned indices, t and t'. The corresponding cell, Mf,,,, was incremented by one.
One of the considerations in building the table was to balance representation of all possible transactions against processing time and memory for building and storing the table.
Careful analysis of the transactions and their frequencies allowed us to combine some which had the same system behavior and impact and eliminate others that were due to infrequent error conditions.
The result was an NxN matrix, where 20< N <30 accounted for over 90% of the system transactions.
From the transition frequency data, the probability table was generated, considering the best estimator of the probability to be the relative transition frequencies Kelton 1987, 1991) . The total transitions for a row are summed and each cell of the row is then divided by the sum to obtain relative frequency.
In our implementation this gives an NxN matrix similar to Table 1 . This was then converted to a cumulative probability matrix similar to Figure 1 illustrates the implementation of the transition matrix in a SLAM II@ model context. As can be seen in the illustration, sign-on and sign-off provide the entry and exit points for a loop that has no set number of iterations for a session. The state transition matrix is implemented in the cumulative probability (by row) matrix format (Table 3) . Additionally, two corresponding matrices of the average think time and its standard deviation for each cell in the transition matrix are stored in the model. transactions are added to the system or proposed to be added, the matrix must be changed accordingly. The complete set of algorithms to do this is described in the Appendix.
Generally, changes would require the application of several algorithms to several rows of the matrix. Changes are made to the underlying frequency matrix, and the transition (probability) matrix is then recalculated. In these algorithms, one-step dependency is assumed. For a given state, the frequency row and the frequency column for that state must sum to the same value, and the frequency row sum for the start state must equal the frequency column sum for the stop state. This guarantees that all sign-ens will eventually have a signoff (even if not in the span of the modeling run).
To illustrate their use, we will take a simple case in which it is postulated that customers will change behavior and 50% of the time go from states A to B to C instead of A to C as they currently do. We will use for our example the data in Table 1 . In this particular example the user will do more browsing on more found documents rather than signing off after searching.
The algorithms operate on the frequency matrices and not the probability matrices. Therefore, we use Mf.,~= Mf.,~+ n;
Mf~,= = Mf~,= + n; (2) Mf%= = Mf.,c -n;
Looking in Table 2 , we see that currently the user has 24 transitions, A-> C. If fifty percent of them will become transitions to B, then n = 12, Mf&,~= 75, Mf~,C = 56,~d Mf~,C = 24.
After calculation, Mfl,~= 87, Mf,,C = 68, and Mfl,C = 12.
The resultant frequency matrix is shown in Table 4 . The modified values are indicated with an asterisk and can be compared to Table 2 . The corresponding probability matrix is shown in Table 5 . This can be compared to Table 1 to gee the diffeeencee the chenge hm made.
The impact is to increase the number of sign-off transactions (C) after entering the read state (B), and decrease the number of sign-offs from the search state (A), It also increases the number of entries to the read state from the search state.
Since the sign-offs must equal the sign-ens, it is evident that the sign-offs from the browse state must increase in absolute numbers. However, the proportion of sign-offs does not increase as rapidly, as can be seen in Table 5 , the new probability matrix.
The increased probability of signing off from the read state deereases the probability of staying there. This is somewhat offset by the greater arrival probability. Table 4 Relative Transition Probabilities 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Validation Tests
Matrix Representativeness and Reproducibility
A relative probability matrix was calculated for each of six days. A standard error for each cell was created for the average of corresponding cells' probabilities across the six days. The standard error was less than 1 % for any cell with more than 1000 data points. We took this to indicate that we had represented the overall behavior of users on the system in a reproducible way, and that users had fairly consistent behavior from day to &y.
One-Step Dependency Test
It was important to determine whether we had one-step or two-step dependencies. Using data from a restricted set of the most significant transactions, a 16x 16 matrix representing one-step dependence and a 16x16x 16 matrix representing two-step dependence were created. Using an algorithm based on Bhat (1984) and Anderson and Goodman (1957) , the two matrices were compared. A Chi-squared statistic of 1800 for 16*15*15 degrees of freedom was obtained.
This was compared to a Chisquared distribution with the same degrees of freedom at the 0.95 quantile which gave a value of 3740. Since 1800 < 3740, the null hypothesis of one-step dependence was accepted.
Think-Time Dependence
The question arose about whether think time was dependent on the preceding transaction (row effect), the subsequent transaction (column effect), the, specific combinations (cell effect) or was totally random (no effect). Our desire was to minimize storage of think times, and a row or column effect would reduce by N the number of values we would have to have to calculate think times, and no effect would allow using a single distribution. ANOVA calculations indicated a definite cell effect. Therefore we provided matrices of mean think times and standard deviations for each cell in the transition matrix.
Comparison of Output to Input Data
A program was created to create sessions of transactions without system time but with accumulated customer think Keezm-, Fenic, and Nelson time, using the transition matrix and its associated think time mean and standard deviation tables.
Six runs of 2000 sessions each were performed. The batch means for session length exclusive of system time and frequency of a key transaction were calculated.
Both were reproducible to 0.5% error.
The expected values for session length and transaction frequency means were taken from actual system values and were well withih the 95% confidence interval of the batch means.
Using the matrix modifying algorithms listed above, a modified matrix was produced to reflect hypothetical changes in user behavior.
Tests of this matrix produced session length histograms of the same general shape as before but with a higher mean length, as was expected with the addition of new transaction choices.
Use of the Matrix in the System Model
The state transition matrix built from current user behavior was incorporated into a system model. 
Comparison of Two User Populations
We would expect to see differences in behavior reflected in differences in the transition probabilities. Since we had demonstrated one-step dependence of the Markov chains representing customer sessions, we can use goodness of fit tests for the comparison of Markov chain transition probabilities (Anderson and Goodman 1957 , Chatfield 1973 , Bhat 1984 to determine if there are significant differences between any two NxN matrices.
This test is an extension of the comparison of a given probability to a specified probability. The given probabilities, pij, would be the MpiJ of one relative probability matrix, and the speeified probability, p 'ii, would be the Mp'iJ of the second matrix.
This test is planned for future work.
CONCLUSIONS
State transition matrices allow user transaction behavior to be characterized realistically and realistically. Their stochastic nature creates the variance in transaction sequences and session lengths seen in the actual system and still provides the correct overall averages for the system. Their ease of modification allows for testing the effects of hypothetical changes in user behavior.
Transition matrices can also be used to simulate user behavior in load generators for tests of actual systems, by creating stored scripts or generating transactions during testing. These matrices can be used to compare the behavior patterns of two groups of users.
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APPENDIX: MODIFICATION ALGORITHMS
The governing rule in the algorithms is that the row frequency for a state must equal the column frequency for a state, that is, the exits from the state must equal the entries to the state. If an entity enters a state, it must exit, or else the system eventually freezes with all the entities in states that have exit frequencies less than entry frequencies. As will be shown below, we must back out as many starting and ending transitions on a path as we add. The number of transitions being deleted in a modification must not exceed the minimum number in the affected cells. As listed here, this check is missing in the algorithms.
A.1 Global Declarations
Mf --NxN matrix of frequencies. Mf.,~= Mf,,~+ n;
Mf~,c = Mf~,G + n;
Mf.,= = Mfe,C -n;
Equation ( This algoxithm and the following two algorithms are not equivalent to the first. We have no knowledge of P in this case, and no knowledge of S in the next case. In the last addition algorithm, we know neither P or S. (A21) adds it to the B-> y count and (A22) causes it to be removed from the x-> y transition count. The total number of transactions does not change; but the proportion that follow x-> y increases and the proportion for x-> B-> y decreases.
A.3 Rernovnl Algorithms
There are five algorithm that have a 1:1 correspondence with the addition algorithms except that in the equations, + becomes -and -becomes +. Since they are exact opposites they will not be discussed.
A.4 Replacement Algorithms
These algorithms are analogous to the addition algorithms A.2. 1.2-A.2. 1.5. The difference is that there is one more transition to be maintained. In these algorithms one is replacing a two-transition path with another two-transition path, instead of replacing a single transition path with a two transition path. They are presented without discussion as the logic follows previously explained lines. 
